
Although its usefulness and influence in
education is probably unsurpassed,
Bloom's Taxonomy has limitations uwhen
it comes to developing critical thinking
curriculums.

Bloom's Taxonomy and
Critical Thinking Instruction
RICHARD W. PAI L

t would be difficult to hfind a m re
influential vwork in education to-
day than TMe Taxonoml of Educa-

tional Objecties (Blo(xm and others.
199). Developed bh a committee of
college and universitr examiners from
1949 to 1954 and published as two
handh:x)ks--Cogrnitive Domain and
AffectWe Domain--its bhjectives were
manifold. Handbook I. Cognit:ze )Do
main. for instance. lists four encom-
passing objectix es:

I To provide for classification of
the goals otf our educational sy-stem..
to be of general help to all teachers,
administrators. professional special
ists. and research workers who deal
with curricular and evaluation prob
lems to help them discuss these
problems with greater precision '

2 To 'be a source of constructive
help in building a curriculum

3 To help one gain a perspective
on the emphasis given to certain he-
haviors '

4- To 'specif- objectives so that it
becomes easier to plan learning expe-
riences and prepare evaluation de-
vices .( pp 1 2)

The authors note as well that the
categories of the Taxonom (F Iigure 1 )
can be used 'as a framework for view
ing the educational process and ana-
hlzing its workings' and even for ana-
lvzing teaches' success in classroom
teaching' (p 3)

A generation of teachers have now
come of age not only familiar with and
"acceptant' of the general categories
of the Taxonomy. but also persuaded
that the Taxonom! s identified higher-
order skills of analhsis, synthesis. and
evaluation are essential to education at
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them ask qLuestl Ins that call for analv
sis, s\nthlesis. and evaluatio n In this
view, then. learning to teach critical
thinking is quite straightf)ornard The
thinking O(f the teacher does not need
to) be signilicantl- altered. and no fun-
damental shifts in educational philoso-
ph! are required The Txonom\ and
the abilit! to generate a full variety of
question itpes are all that an intelli-
gent teacher reall needs to leach criti-
cal thinking skills

This view is signiicantly misleading
According to mo st ad i)c ates (tf critical
thinking, there is no neat set of recipes
for fostering critical thinking in stu-
dents The single most useful thing a
teacher Canl do is to( take at le;ast one
wsell-designed college course in criti-
cal thinking, in xxhich the teictulw'-s
oulw thinkinlg skills are anall vzed and
nurturel in a varlet\ it x va ;s- In olther
swords. teachers should have a solid
Io(undatilon in critical thinking skills if
thel are expected it) elach them

WXhat I llo IisS Is a SUicCin t t all sxsis
and critiqIe oit l II)onm s Taxonoms,
from the perspec ti e oi the values and
epislem)loOgitCll Irl- llepplositilns of
the critical thinking movement I hope
it will cintrihulie itl a deeper under-
standinig it the in;lura ;Intd deilands of
critical thinkinlg insrttctl )n

A One-Way Hierarchy
Though n it designed t() firtiher criti-
tlat thinking instructio)n i;i such. C(og-
tire Domal i colntaiins a sealitSl of in-
fiormatioln oti' Lse in such inlsMt-uctinr

Reading it in its entirelr is nlst re-
wsarding, particularly the sections on
analysis, s ntlhests. alnd eVsalution.
These sections disclise thalt mllst of

tile cognitive processes characterized
as essential it) higher-order questions
in fact presuppose use of the basic
concepts of critical thinking: assump-
tion. fact. concept. value. conclusion.
premise. evidence. relevant. irrele-
vant. consistent. inconsistent. implica-
tion. fallacy. argument. inference.

poinlt of s-ie'. hias. prejudice. author-
itx. hl.pothesis. alnd so forth This is,
clear, for example. in the explanalion
of analysis:

Skill in analysii nia\ be fI)und Ls an
objectise of an \ held ot sluds it is tre
quenlly expressed ias one of their impor-
lanl obhjecties h- lteachers of science. so-
cial studies. philosoph '. and the arts lfhe
wish. for eallmpe. i, t develop in students
the ahilin- to disinguish tact fronm h\pot he-
sis in a co llmnllication. to identify conclu-
sitons and supporting statements. to) distin-
guish relevan frOnll extraneous matlerial. to
note ho i one idea relates to another. to
see Isfhat unstated assmuniptiols are in-

volved in xhal ih iaid. to distinguish domi-
nanl from subordinate ideas or themes in
poemtr or music. toi find evidentce of the
authoir s techniques alnd purposes I Cog
Ylitile /)Omatlti. p 1-4 )

In other words. if the abhilit to
analyze t ipc;illl requires students to)
do such thinlg as distinguish facts
fronm h xpotheses. conclusions ft-om e\ -
idence, rdesvatl fronm irrelev ant mate

rial. to note hos- o)ne coincept relates
to another. to probe and detect unstat-
ed assumptions. then it seems essen-
tial that stuldents he)come nOt only
familiar sith these e iords (bh teachers
introducing thenm frequentl- into
classroom discussio n) hut Ialso com-
fortahle x- ith using them ;is the! think
their xxa! through analitic problems
This need hecomes more evident if sxe
recognize that h\ analysis, s-nthesis.
and evaluation, the authors of the Tax-

onom!- have in mind only explicit (not
subconscious) uses of them Thev
rightly emphasize what has become a
virtual platitude in cognitive psvcholo-
gy-that students (and experts) who
do the best ana;ll-ses syntheses, and
evaluations tend to do them mindfull\
w-ith a clear sense of their component
elements. So, if the concepts of critical
thinking are presupix)sed in mindful
anal-sis. synthesis. and evaluation, we
can best heightlen that mindfulness bv
raising those component concepts to a
conscious lev el

Similarl-. value ,ertrtalli ' is implied
inl Affecttv Domainu although man\- of
the examples of higher-order valuing
are illustrations of values intrinsic to
education conceived on a critical
thinking paradigm, ones in which a
student

DeliberateI exanmines a varien of v-ilc-
points on controviersal issues n-ith a -le\-
to forming OpilllOns a)umt thenm

I Developsi faith in the plower ot reaxson
ill mnethodls of experimenital discussion.

'eigfhs altemnative social policies and
practices against the standards of the pub-
lic sselfare ratier than the advantage of
Speciallzed and narrow interest groups

IAchievesl readiness to revise judgments
atnd to chatnge Iehaslor in ttie light of
evidence

Judges pr hlems and isues in terms of
situations. issues. purl)ses. and conse-
quences in-olved rather than in terms of
tixed dognmatic precepts or emotionall\
n-ishful thirking

Develops a colnistlnl pfilosoophy of life
tpp 18-t8 )

Al)ong -ith the usefulness of
Blooxl s C(ogniti\-e and Affective Tax-
onomies. it is imrportant to bear in

mind their limitations for critical
thinking curriculum constructicon To
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some extent the Taxonomies repre-
sent an attempt to achieve the impossi-
ble: a perfectly neutral classification of
cognitive and affective processes that
makes no educational value judgments
and favors no educational philosophy
over any other-one that could be
used bv anv culture, nation, or system
whatsoever, independent of its specif-
ic values or world view:

to avoid partialitn to one view of
education as opposed to another, we have
attempted to make the taxonomy neutral
by avoiding terms which implicitlf convev
value judgments and by making the taxon-
omy as conclusive as possible This means
that the kinds of behavioral changes em-
phasized bv anrr institution, educational
unit, or educational philosophy can be
represented in the classification Another
way of saving this is that anv objective
which describes an intended behavior
should be classifiable in this system (Cog-
nitie Domain. p 14)

This approach to knowledge, cogni-
tion, and education is in part irrecon-
cilable with a commitment to critical
thinking skills, abilities, and disposi
tions:

To a large extent, knowledge as taught in
American schools depends upon some ex
ternal authorit: so)me expert or group of
experts Ls the arbiter of knowledge (Cogni-
tie Domain, p 31 )

the scheme does provide levels for
the extreme inculcation of a prescribed set
of values if this is the philosophy of the
culture (Affectie Domain, p 43)

It is possible to imagine a societn or
culture which is relatively hxed Such a
socier- represents a closed s stem in
which it is possible to predict in advance
both the kinds of problems individuals will
encounter and the solutions which are
appropriate to those problems Where
such predictions can he made in advance.
it is possible to organize the educational
experience so as to give each individual
the particular knowledge and specific
methods needed for solving the problems
he will encounter (Cognitite Domain, p
39. 4))

But it is precisely because of this
attempt at neutralitv that. for example,
the category of "knowledge is ana-
INzed in such a restricted was and the
relationship of the categories is as-
sumed to be hierarchical in only (one
direction. For instance, according to
Blot)m's Taxonomy, "comprehension
presupposes -knowledge," but knov-l
edge" does not presuppose "compre-
hension " The second of these concep-
tual decisions would be questioned by
those who hold that the basic skills
and dispositions of critical thinking
need to be brought into schooling at

the very beginning, and that for any
learning to occur, they must be intrin-
sic to everv element of it

Knowledge as an Achievement
The critical thinking movement can be
traced back to the practice and vision
of Socrates, who 2.40() years ago dis-
covered by a probing method of ques
tioning that many authorities of his day
could not justify on rational grounds
their confident claims to knowledge.
Confused meanings, inadequate evi
dence, or self-contradictorv beliefs
were often lurking beneath smooth
but largely empty rhetoric. This gave
rise to a fundamental insight into the
problem of human irrationalirty and to
a view of knowledge and learning
which holds that beliefs and assents
without reason, judgment, and under
standing behind them on the pan of
the learner are for that learner mere
prejudices This belief is central to the
critical thinking movement This view
holds as well, therefore, the corollarn
principle that critical thinking reflec-
tion on the part of each and everv
learner is an essential precondition of
knowledge Put another wav, those
who advocate critical thinking instruc-
tion hold that knowledge is not some-
thing that can begivnen by one person
to another It cannot simply be memo
rized out iof a book or taken whole
cloth from the mind of another
Knowledge, rightlv understood, is
viewed as a distinctive construction by
the learner, something that issues out
of a rational use of mental processes,

To expect students to assent before
they have developed the capacirs to do
so rationalls is to indoctrinate rather
than to educate them and to foster
habits of thought antithetical to the
educative process Peter Kneedler
(1985) observed "an unfortunate ten-
dencx to teach facts in isolation from
the thinking skills -- to give students
knowledge and sometime later expect
them to think about it Knowledge, in
any defensible sense, is an achieve-
ment requiring a mind that is slow
rather than quick to believe-which
waits for, expects. and weighs evi
dence before moving to belief The
earlier a mind begins to develop ratio-
nal scruples, in this view, the better

As Quine and t llian (1970) put it
.knowledge is in some wass like a

good golf score: each is substantially the
fruit of something else, and there are no
magic shortcuts to either one To improve

your golf score you work at perfecting the
various strokes; for knowledge you work at
garnering and sifting evidence and sharp-
ening your reasoning skills . Knowledge
is no more guaranteed than is a lowered
golf score, but there is no better way (p
13).

We don't actually know whether stu-
dents have achieved some knowledge
until we have verified whether their
beliefs represent something they actu-
ally know ( have rationallI assented to)
or are merely something they have
memorized in order to repeat on a
test. Dewey, as the authors of the
Taxonomy recognize, illustrated this
point with the following stor' in which
he asked a class:

W'hat would sou find if sou dug a hole
in the earth.' ietting no response, he
repeated the question, again he obtained
nothing but silence The teacher chided
Dr DessNey. Yoiu re asking the wrong ques-
tion Turning to the class, she asked.

'What is the state of the center of the
earth"' The class replied in unison, Igne
ous fusion

The vwriters of the Taxonomy at
tempt to side step this problem bs
defining 'knowledge" as 'what is cur
rentIr known or accepted by the ex-
perts or specialists in a field, whether
or not such knowledge, in a philo-
sophical sense, corresponds to 'reali
t-"' (Cogniltiv 'e Domain, p 32 )

The writers of the Taxxonomv erro
neousl- assume that the only issue
here is the relative value of the knowl-
edge, not whether w-hat is simpl!
memorizecl is properly to he called
knowledge at all:

In these latter coInceptions ijthoe which
link knosvledge to understanding and ra
tional assent it is implicitlI assumed that
kniowledge is of little value if it cannot be
utilized in new situatio(ns or in a form verv
different fro m thait in wshich it was original
IX- encoiunteredl The denotati ons of these
latter concepts would usualls he close toi
what have been defined as abilities and
skills in the taxiinom (Co lniit'v I)omai.
p 29)

This inadvertenlth begs the questiton
as to whether blindly memoirized true
belief can properly be called kntowl
edge at all-and hence whether incul-
cation and indoctrinatio n into true be-
lief is properlv to be called education
If knowledge of any kind is to some
extent a skilled, rational achievement,
then we ought not to confuse knowl-
edge and education wvith belief incul-
cation and indhctrinatiolnl just as we
ought not ti) confuse learning (w'e
learn, are not born with, bias, preju
dices, and misconceptions, for exam
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pie) with the acquisition of knowl-
edge. This point, which is crucial for
the critical thinking movement, was
well formulated by John Henry New-
man (1852):

knowledge is not a mere extrinsic or
accidental advantage, . which may be got
up from a book, and easily forgotten again,

which we can borrow for the occasion,
and carrn about in our hand lit is]
something intellectual which reasons
upon what it sees the action of a
formative power making the objects of
our knowledge subjectively our own.

The reductio ad absurdum of the
view that knowledge can be distin-
guished from comprehension and ra-
tional assent is suggested by William
Graham Sumner (1906). one of the
founding fathers of anthropology',
commenting on the failure of the
schools of his das:

The examination papers show the pet
ideas of the examiners An ornhodoxv is
produced in regard to all the great doc-
trines It consists in the most worn and
co mmonplace opinions It is intensely
provincial and philistine [contaningin
hroad fallacies. half-truths. and glih gener-
alizations children [alre] taught just that
one thing vwhich is 'right" in the view and
interest ot ihose in control and nothing
else

Clearly, Sumner.s point is thait be
liefs that are provincial, fallacious, or
misleading should not be viewed as
knowledge at all, however widelv thev
,ire treated as such, and the process bh
which this inculcation is accomplished
should not be viewed as education.
however widcel it is described ,is such

Rational Learning
To sum up, the authors ot the Taxono-
my organized cognitive processes into
a one-wvay hierarchy. leading readers
to conclude that know ledge is always a
simpler behavi or than comprehen-
sion, comprehension a simpler behav-
ior than application. application a1 sim-
plcr behalvi or than anal sis. and so
forth through svnthesis and evalua
tion Iloswever, this view is misleading
in at lea;st one significant sense: the
achieving i(if ant knowledge al -ays
presupposes s al least minimal co mpre
hension, application. analysis. sy!nthe-
sis, and eV alultion. This cuunter-in
sight is cssential for well-planned and
realistic curriculum designed to foster
critical thinking skills. abilities. and
dispositions. and it cannot be achieved
w'ithout the development of critical
thinking skills on the part of the teach
cr.

From the very outset, for anv learn-
ing, we should anticipate and encour-
age those rational scruples realistically
within the range of student grasp, a
strategy that requires critical insight
into the evidential, foundation of the
learning we are attempting to foster
We should scrutinize our instructional
strategies lest we inadvertently nur-
ture student irrationalit,, as we do
when we encourage students to be-
lieve what-from the perspective of
their own thinking--they have no ra-
tional reason to believe. If we want
rational learning (and again, not all
learning is rational), then the process
that leads to belief is more important
than belief itself There is nothing that
we come to believe that we haven't in
some sense judged to be credible If a
student believes something just be-
cause we or the text assert it. he learns
to accept blindlh

Right-answer inculcation is not a
preliminary step to critical thought. It
is a procedure that nurtures irrational
belief and unnecessarily generates a
mindset that must be broken down
when and if rational learning and
knowledge acquisition are to begin
The structure of our lifelong learning
is typically grounded in our early cog-
nitive habits. If thes are irrationalls
based, then they are likels to remain
so. There are tw o twin obstacles to the
development of rational learning: ( I )
being told. and coming to expect to be
told. what to believe (belief inculca-
tion). and (2) being told. and coming
to expect to be told. precisely what to
do (the over-proceduralization ot
thought) Together the- fatally under-
mine independence of thought

Bloom's Taxonomn . all of the abo e
notwithstanding. is a remarkable tour
de force. a ground-breaking wsork
filled with seminal insights into cogni-
tive processes and their interrelations
Nevenheless, the attempt to remain
neutral with respect to all educational
values and philosophies issues is a
one-sided hierarchical analysis of cog-
nitive processes that limits our insight
into the nature of critical thinking.
Successful critical thinking instruction
requires that:

* That teachers have a full range of
insights into cognitive processes and
their complex interrelationships.

* That Bloom's hierarchl\ become
tvo-sidedl

* That teachers grasp that rational

learning is process- rather than prod-
uct-oriented-a process that brings
comprehension, analysis. synthesis,
and evaluation into everv act of the
mind that involves the acceptance,
however provisional, of beliefs or
claims to truth, and that fosters there-
by rational habits of thought and ra-
tional learning:

the teacher's primary job is that of
making clear the bases upon which he
weighs the facts, the methods bv which he
separates facts from fancies, and the ways
in which he discovers and selects his ulti-
mate norms This concept of teaching

requires that the purported facts be
accompanied by the reasons why thev are
considered the facts Thereby the teacher
exposes his methods of reasoning to test
and change If the facts are in dispute
then the reasons why others do not consid-
er them to be facts must also be presented.
thus bringing alternative -ays of thinking
and believing into dialogue with each oth-
er

-Emerson Shideler

'To minimize misunderstanding let me
express in another wav one basic sense in
which I consider it misleading to call
Bloom's Taxonomy neutral." By labeling
the hfirst categon 'knowledge' rather than
rote recall. the Taxonomy legitimates

calling the product of rote recall "knowl-
edge Such labeling is educationally ten-
dentious and therefore not neutral.
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ANN 1985

Benjamin Bloom
replies:

We intended the Taxonomy as a
method of classifying educational
objectives, educational experi-
ences, learning processes, and eval-
uation questions and problems. We
did not intend to provide a con-
straint on educational philosophy,
teaching methods, or curriculum
development.

Benjamin S. Bloom is Charles H. Swift
Distinguished Service Professor (Emeri-
tus), The University of Chicago.
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